Bmw heated seats

According to BMW, this means you could theoretically pay to activate those heated seats and
steering wheel originally installed in your car, or perhaps even flick on the car's automatic
high-beams. If you fancy a new engine sound, you can also buy a new note through BMW's
IconicSounds catalogâ€”no wrenching required. Even advanced safety features like Adaptive
Cruise Control ACC aren't safe from the hands of the subscription service. But hey, some good
news: you can get a trial period for many of those items! It appears that while some features
may be subscription-based, others may be permitted to buy as a one-time fee. So as long as
you're willing to pony up the extra cash, BMW will activate the feature via an over-the-air
software update initiated from within the car or the new My BMW mobile app. During a chat with
Andreas Ederer, the head of 4 Series project team, and Jos Van As, the head of 4 Series
dynamic team, they told The Drive that one of the reasons that adaptive cruise control isn't
standard on many current BMW vehicles is due to the take rate. In fact, it was revealed that less
than 25 percent of customers choose to purchase ACC, citing the large gap left between cars
while on the roadâ€”mainly that drivers didn't want other motorists using the opening to cut
ahead in heavy traffic. In the future, from the looks of it, features like ACC will already be
installed, and owners could potentially decide to upgrade after leaving the lot, sometime down
the roadâ€”which is great for BMW. For consumers, however, we can't help but feel that this
cash-grab is rather slimy. Further Reading BMW does about-face, drops CarPlay annual
subscription requirement I'm all too aware that connected cars aren't a popular topic around
these parts, and that's unlikely to change with today's news. BMW is planning to move some
features of its new cars to a subscription model, something it announced on Wednesday during
a briefing for the press on the company's digital plans. It's not an entirely new idea to the auto
industryâ€”Tesla has pioneered the idea of shipping vehicles with hardware that can be enabled
at the time of purchase or later on for a fee. But those were for digital servicesâ€”now the
Bavarian carmaker has plans to apply that model to features like heated seats. BMW says that
owners can "benefit in advance from the opportunity to try out the products for a trial period of
one month, after which they can book the respective service for one or three years. Other
features are more whimsical, like having a Hans Zimmer-designed sound package for your
electric BMW or adaptive suspension for your M-car. Indeed, the company says that its
forthcoming iNext will "expand the opportunities for personalization. You must login or create
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a couple different tech initiatives. One is a software update for iDrive 7. Why, you ask? For a
couple years, BMW forced buyers to pay a continuous fee for access to Apple CarPlay in its
vehicles, whereas every other car company either made it free or charged upfront like a regular
option on a car. BMW has since ended this subscription program and made Apple CarPlay
standard on every new car , mostly because everybody yelled loudly enough about it. This same
model is making a return, but instead of CarPlay, BMW has announced its intentions to apply it
to other comfort functions and driver assistance features. The upshot? The downsides are quite
obvious. Paying a continuous fee for Apple CarPlay access seemed silly, and this seems just as
unsavory. It also changes our perspective on buying used cars. BMW will gain the ability to
continue to charge folks for features on the second and third owners of its cars to keep features
installed and up to date. BMW owners who lease their cars could end up saving money, though.
Instead of paying a steep option charge added into the cost of the monthly payment, the
subscription fee could be much less for the short period of time they own the car. Of course,
when the owner turns the vehicle back in, BMW could then continue to charge the second
owner for the same feature. Not all the features will be subscription-based, though. Just as
Tesla allows customers to purchase more content at a later date, BMW will do the same. BMW
also lists its adaptive M Suspension as a followup "digital feature" you'll be able to buy after the
fact. The iDrive 7. BMW is offering a free! The Personal Assistant voice control is getting a new
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window. As services-based economies sweep every industry, it's time for the automotive realm
to carry on. German luxury cars are renowned for the breadth of their options sheets. On one
hand, this means you can get your next BMW 5 Series configured exactly how you want it. On
the other hand, it means you'll often wind up paying for extra for seemingly basic things like,
say, a spare tire. Now, BMW is raising the ante by making many car options into software
services enabled whenever you want them. The disconcerting part? They can be disabled, too.
In a VR presentation streamed from Germany today, BMW ran through a series of digital
updates to its cars, including more details on the new BMW digital key service announced with
Apple at last week's WWDC and confirming that current model cars will be fully software
upgradeable over the air, a la Tesla. Packages are said to be approximately 1GB in size and will
take roughly 20 minutes to install. But, the most notable part of the day's presentation was the
new plan to turn many options into software services. BMW mentioned everything from
advanced safety systems like adaptive cruise and automatic high-beams to other, more discrete
options like heated seats. These options will be enabled via the car or the new My BMW app.
While some will be permanent and assigned to the car, others will be temporary, with mentioned
periods ranging from three months to three years. So, yes, you could theoretically only pay for
heated seats in the colder months if you like, or perhaps save a few bucks by only enabling
automatic high-beams on those seasons when the days are shortest. At the time I called this
"next-level gouging" and I wasn't in the minority, the reaction being so negative that BMW
eventually scrapped the program. Yet this new move basically takes that approach and brings it
to another level. Imagine pressing the seat heater button only to be prompted to renew your
subscription, or having to pay extra to get an engine note on your new M4 that suits your
sensibilities. All this is possible -- and likely. And, frankly, ugly. This "vehicle as a platform"
approach may indeed save some consumers money, particularly in the lease-heavy luxury
sedan space where average ownership intervals are measured in months, not years. Also, this
approach could open the door even further into letting consumers get exactly the specification
they want, instead of bundling discrete options into packages in the name of streamlining
manufacturing processes. However, the potential downsides are troubling, particularly when it
comes to used car sales. BMW representatives indicated that upgraded features will apply to
the car, not the user, but indicated that all the details on used car sales are still being worked
out. Again, there are some positives here, like being able to have a better-equipped
second-hand car than the original owner, but it's hard to not see this as simply another shot of
revenue for BMW in a transaction that might otherwise not involve the company at all. Tesla
recently found itself in hot water for disabling Autopilot on a used car. This is just the
beginning, and how consumers react will be key, though at the end of the day this sort of thing
feels inevitable. Service-based pricing is taking over everything from what we're watching
tonight to what we're having for dinner. Why not what's sitting in our driveway, too? Be
respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we
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our sales team. Extend your season and enjoy riding in heated comfort with a Touratech Heat
Control Seat. The engineers at Touratech have developed new technology that will keep you
warm while minimizing power consumption on the bike. This preserves limited wattage on your
BMW GS for other accessories like heated grips, heated riding gear, lights, and other
accessories. A glove-friendly control button is integrated into the side of the seat, eliminating
the need for messy wires or switches on the handlebars. When pressing the button, the seat
makes a quick vibration that signals the heat setting to the rider. You can toggle the heat mode
between High, Medium and Off with the touch of a button. The proprietary high-density foam,
ergonomic shape, and stretch foam have made these seats a top choice for travel and distance
riding:. The GSA comes with a higher seat from the factory. NOTE : If you already have a heat
control driver's seat, the passenger seat plugs into the same wiring harness. Heat Control
Wiring Instructions. If your order is not everything you dreamed, we'll fix it. Whether it's the
wrong size or just not what you wanted, you can return it for a refund. We'll never charge a
restocking fee for items returned in new unaltered condition within 60 days. Just return the item
and we'll issue a full refund to the original payment method. Ducati Motorcycles Multistrada
Multistrada Scrambler. Call 1 or email us sales Touratech-USA. Show all 10 thumbnails. This
item qualifies for free standard shipping! Contiguous 48 states only. Choose an option above to
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t is available. Notify Me. All Touratech seats are made from special high-density foam that will
keep you supported and not bottom-out, no matter how many miles you ride in a day. Other
manufacturers who primarily build cruiser and street touring seats tend to make them extremely
wide, making it harder to reach the ground with your legs while riding off-road. We design seats
so that the seam locations are not in contact with you which maximizes comfort. Unlike other
manufacturers or custom seat makers, we do not require a trade-in of your stock seat. This
means you can keep your original seat around as a spare, or sell it to recoup some of the costs
of your new seat. The Touratech passenger seat is specially formed to keep the passenger
securely in place whether you're hard on the brakes or rolling on the throttle. Passenger seats
are made with all the same high-quality components as the driver seats. Related Products. Safe
Shopping. No Restocking Fees. No Problem. Join Our Newsletter.

